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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel range-free localization algorithm tailored for heterogeneous wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), where nodes have different transmission capabilities. Two different approaches are developed to accurately
derive the expected hop progress (EHP). It is shown that the
obtained EHP depends solely on the information locally available
at each node and, hence, can be computed in a localized manner.
Furthermore, a localization correction mechanism which accounts
for the heterogeneous nature of WSNs is developed. Simulations
results show that the proposed algorithm, whether with or without
correction, outperforms in accuracy the most representative
range-free localization algorithms in the literature.
Index Terms—Heterogeneous wireless sensor networks, localization accuracy, range-free, expected hop progress, distance
estimation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to their reliability, low cost, and ease of deployment,
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are emerging as a key tool
for many applications such as environment monitoring, disaster
relief, and target tracking [1]- [2]. A WSN is a set of small
battery-powered sensors able to collect data from the surrounding environment and transmit it to a base station or an access
point [3]. However, the sensing data are very often useless if
the location from where they have been measured is unknown,
making their localization a fundamental and essential issue
in WSNs. So far, several localization algorithms have been
proposed in the literature. These algorithms can be roughly
classiﬁed into two categories: range-based and range-free.
To properly localize the regular or position-unaware nodes,
range-based algorithms exploit the measurements of the received signals’ characteristics such as the time of arrival
(TOA) [4], the angle of arrival (AOA) [5], or the received
signal strength (RSS) [6]. These signals are, in fact, transmitted
by nodes with prior knowledge of their positions called anchors
(or landmarks). Although range-based algorithms are very
accurate, they are unsuitable for WSNs. Indeed, these algorithms require high power to ensure communication between
anchors and regular nodes which are small battery-powered
units. Furthermore, additional hardware is usually required at
both anchors and regular nodes [7], thereby increasing the
overall cost of the network. Moreover, the performance of these
algorithms can be severely affected by noise, interference,
and/or fading.
Unlike range-based algorithms, range-free algorithms,
which rely on the network connectivity to estimate the regular
node positions, are more power-efﬁcient and do not require any
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additional hardware and, hence, are suitable for WSNs. Due
to these practical merits, range-free localization algorithms
have garnered the attention of the research community. So
far, many range-free algorithms have been proposed in the
literature [8]- [19]. These algorithms mainly fall into two
categories: heuristic and analytical. The majority of heuristic
algorithms are based on the DV-Hop algorithm [11]. The
latter allows derivation of the network’s average hop size,
also known as expected hop progress (EHP), from the global
information of the WSN in a nonlocalized manner, thereby
resulting in a prohibitive overhead and, hence, unnecessary
high power consumption. Analytical range-free algorithms are,
in contrast, more power efﬁcient [13]- [18]. Indeed, these
algorithms are based on an accurate analytical evaluation of
the EHP which can be locally computed at each node, thereby
avoiding unnecessary power consumption. In spite of their
valuable contributions, the approaches developed in [13]-[18]
to derive the EHP are based on the unrealistic assumption that
all sensors have the same transmission capabilities (i.e., the
WSN is homogenous). To the best of our knowledge, there
is no analytical range-free algorithm which accounts for the
heterogeneous nature of WSNs.
To ﬁll this gap, we propose in this paper a novel analytical
range-free algorithm tailored for heterogeneous WSNs where
nodes have different transmission capabilities. Two different
approaches are developed to accurately derive the EHP. It is
shown that the obtained EHP depends solely on the information
locally available at each node and, hence, can be computed
in a localized manner. Furthermore, a localization correction
mechanism which accounts for the heterogeneous nature of
WSNs is developed in this work. Simulations results show that
the proposed algorithm, whether with or without correction,
outperforms the most representative heuristic and analytical
range-free localization algorithms in terms of accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the system model. Section III discusses the motivation for this work. Section IV derives the EHP using
two approaches. A novel range-free localization algorithm is
proposed in section V. Simulation results are discussed in
Section VI and concluding remarks are made in section VII.
Notation: Uppercase and lowercase bold letters denote
matrices and vectors, respectively. [·]il and [·]i are the (i, l)th entry of a matrix and i-th entry of a vector, respectively.
I is the identity matrix. (·)T denotes the transpose. D (i, x)
denotes the disc having the i-th node as a center and x as a
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radius.
II. N ETWORK

MODEL

Fig. 1 illustrates the system model of N WSN nodes
deployed in a 2-D square area S. Due to the heterogeneous
nature of WSNs, nodes are assumed here to have different
transmission capabilities. The transmission coverage of each
node is assumed to be circular, i.e., the i-th node could directly
communicate with any node located in D (i, T ci ), the disc
having this node as a center and its transmission capability
T ci as a radius. In a multi-hop transmission, note that the i-th
node could also communicate with any node located outside
its coverage area D (i, T ci ). It is also assumed that only a
few nodes commonly known as anchors are aware of their
positions. The other nodes, called hereafter position-unaware
or regular nodes for the sake of simplicity, are oblivious to this
information. As shown in Fig. 1, the anchor nodes are marked
with red squares and the regular ones are marked with blue
crosses. If a node is located within the coverage area of an
another node, the two nodes are linked with a dashed line that
represents one hop. Three discs were drawn as few illustrative
examples of the coverage areas of the corresponding nodes.
Let Na and Nu = N − Na denote the number of anchors
and regular nodes, respectively. Without loss of generality, let
(xi , yi ) , i = 1, . . . , Na be the coordinates of the anchor nodes
and (xi , yi ) , i = Na + 1, . . . , N those of the regular ones. In

simplicity, let us assume that only one intermediate node j
located over the shortest path between the k-th anchor and the
i-th node is necessary (i.e., two-hop transmission). Assuming a
high nodes density in the network, the distance dk−i between
the two nodes can be accurately approximated as [8]- [19]
dk−i ≈ dk−j + dj−i ,

(1)

where d−∗ is the effective distance between the -th and
the ∗-th node. The fundamental problem in every range-free
localization algorithm is then to estimate dk−i exploiting the
aforementioned approximation. Borrowed from the literature
[13]- [18], the most and commonly used estimation of dk−i in
the context of range-free localization is
dˆk−i = E {dk−i } ≈ d¯k−j + d¯j−i ,

(2)

where d¯k−j = E {dk−i } is the expected hop progress (EHP)
and d¯j−i = E {dj−i } is the mean last hop (MLH).









(a) Small T cj









(b) Large T cj
Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Network model.

the following, we propose an efﬁcient range-free localization
algorithm aiming to accurately estimate the regular nodes’
positions.
III. R ANGE - FREE LOCALIZATION
WSN

IN HETEROGENEOUS

As a ﬁrst step of any range-free localization algorithm,
the k-th anchor broadcasts through the network a message
containing its position. If the (i − Na )-th regular node (or
the i-th node) is located outside the anchor coverage area,
it receives this message through multi-hop transmission. For

Effect of intermediate node transmission capability.

Several approaches have been so far developed to compute
the EHP d¯k−j such as in [13]- [18]. It was shown in all these
works that the EHP depends only on the anchor transmission
capability T ck . In what follows, we will prove that this result
is incorrect. Let us ﬁrst denote by F the potential forwarding
area wherein the intermediate node j could be located. Since
this node should, at the same time, be located in the k-th node
coverage area and communicate directly with the i-th node
using its transmission capability T cj , F is given by
F = D(k, T ck ) ∩ D(i, T cj ).

(3)

It is noteworthy that the EHP is nothing but the mean of all
distances between the k-th node and all the potential intermediate nodes located in F and, hence, the EHP strongly depends
on F . As can be observed from Fig. 2, if the intermediate node
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transmission capability T cj increases, the potential forwarding
area F increases to include potential intermediate nodes closer
to the k-th anchor, thereby increasing the EHP. Consequently,
the EHP depends not only on T ck , but also on T cj . Let us
now turn our attention to the MLH. It is obvious that the
transmission capability of the i-th node does not have any
effects on the last hop size dj−i . Therefore, in contrast with the
EHP, the MLH depends only on the transmission capability of
the transmitting node j. In the next section, novel approaches
are developed to accurately derive the expressions of both the
MLH and the EHP.
IV. A NALYTIC EVALUATION OF

THE

MLH

AND THE

EHP

In this section, the expression of the MLH as well as the
EHP are accurately derived. To this end, we consider the same
scenario described in Section II. For the sake of clarity, in what
follows, we denote by X, Y , and Z the random variables that
represent dk−i , dj−i , and dk−j , respectively.
A. MLH derivation
Since the i-th regular node could be located anywhere
in D(j, T cj ) (the j-th node coverage area) with the same
probability, Y can be considered as a uniformly distributed
random variable on [0, T cj ]. Therefore, the MLH denoted
hereafter by hlast (T cj ) is given by
hlast (T cj ) =





T cj

0

yfY (y)dy =

T cj
0

Using some geometrical properties and trigonometric transformations, it is straightforward to show that
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,
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2T cj x
 z2 −T c2 +x2 
 T c2 −z2 +x2 

j
j
, and θz = arccos
.
θz = arccos
2zx
2T cj x
Finally, the EHP h(T ck , T cj ) between the k-th and j-th
nodes can be derived as


 T ck
1 − FZ|X (z) dz
h(T ck , T cj ) =Ex α 1 − FZ|X (α) +

=

T ck

α


 T ck
α 1−FZ|X (α) + 1−FZ|X (z) dz fX (x)dx, (8)



T ck +T cj

α

where α = x − T cj and fX (x) is the pdf of X. Note that the
latter can be considered as a uniform random variable over
[T ck , T ck + T cj ] and, hence, fX (x) can be substituted in the
latter result by 1/T cj . To the best of our knowledge, a closedform expression for the EHP in (8) does not exist. However,
h(T ck , T cj ) can be easily implemented since it depends on
ﬁnite integrals.

y
T cj
, (4)
dy =
T cj
2

where fY (y) = 1/T cj is the probability density function (pdf)
of Y .









 




B. EHP derivation
In order to derive the EHP, one should ﬁrst compute the
conditional cumulative distribution function (CDF) FZ|X (z) =
P (Z ≤ z|x) of Z with respect to the random variable X. In
the following, two approaches are proposed to derive this CDF.
1) Approach 1: As can be shown from Fig. 3, Z ≤ z is
guaranteed only if there are no nodes in the dashed area A.
Therefore, the conditional CDF FZ|X (z) can be deﬁned as
FZ|X (z) (z) = P (Z ≤ z|x) = P (E1 ) ,

(5)

where P (E1 ) is the probability that the event E1 = {no
nodes in the dashed area A} occurs. Since the nodes are
uniformly deployed in S, the probability of having K nodes
in A follows a Binomial distribution Bin (N, p) where p = A
S.
For relatively large N and small p, it can be readily shown
that Bin (N, p) can be accurately approximated by a Poisson
distribution Pois(λA) where λ = N/S is the average nodes
density in the network. Consequently, for a large number of
nodes N and small p, we have
FZ|X (z) = e−λA .

(6)



Fig. 3.

EHP analysis.

2) Approach 2: The main issue with the approach developed above is that it only holds when the number of nodes
N is sufﬁciently large and the area A is much smaller than
the network size. Since N is typically large in the context of
WSNs, the ﬁrst condition is very likely to be satisﬁed. Unfortunately, the second condition cannot be always guaranteed,
especially when the transmission capabilities T ck and T cj are
relatively large. Indeed, in such a case A is very likely to be
large and, hence, the EHP derived using the above CDF is no
longer accurate. In this section, we propose another approach
aiming to derive this CDF for any N , T ck and T cj .
Let us assume that M potential intermediate nodes exist
between the i-th and k-th node, or, in other words, M potential
positions of the intermediate node j exist in F . Let Zm be the
random variable that represents the distance between the k-th
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node and the m-th potential intermediate node. Thus, one can
deﬁne FZ|X (z) as follows
FZ|X (z) =

P (Z1 ≤ z ∩ Z2 ≤ z, . . . , ∩ZM ≤ z) . (9)

Using the fact that Zm , m = 1, . . . , M are independently and
identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables, we obtain
M

FZ|X (z) = P (Zm ≤ z)

.

(10)

As can be observed from Fig. 3, in order to satisfy Z1 ≤ z,
the m-th intermediate node should be located in the area B =
F − A and, hence,
FZ1 |X (z) = P (Z1 ≤ z|x) = P (E2 ) ,

k+L−1

dˆk−i =

(11)

where P (E2 ) is the probability that the event E2 = {the
m-th intermediate node is located in B} occurs. Since the
nodes distribution is assumed to be uniform, this node could
be located anywhere in F with the same probability. Therefore,
the probability that this node is located in any area Ω ⊂ F is
nothing but the ratio of Ω to F . Consequently, FZ|X (z) is
given by

M
A
.
(12)
FZ|X (z) = 1 −
F
Using similar steps to derive A, it can be shown that






sin(2θ )
sin(2θ)
2
2
F = T ck θ −
+ T cj θ −
. (13)
2
2
Finally, the EHP is derived by substituting (12) in (8). Note
that the main drawback of Approach 2 is that the EHP depends
on the number of potential intermediate nodes M which should
be determined by training, i.e., at the cost of larger overhead
and lower power efﬁciency. It is also noteworthy that the
so-obtained EHP using either Approach 1 or Approach 2,
depends on the transmission capabilities of the k-th and j-th
nodes. This is in contrast with the EHP expressions developed
so far in the literature. In the next section, based on the
the so-obtained EHP and MLH, we propose a novel rangefree localization algorithm tailored for heterogeneous wireless
sensors networks.
V. T HE PROPOSED

the node discards the received packet. However, when the node
is oblivious to the k-th anchor position, it adds this information
to its database and forwards the received packet after adding
its transmission capability to its end. This mechanism will
continue until each regular node in the network becomes aware
of all anchors’ positions and the transmission capabilities of
all intermediate nodes lying between it and each anchor.
Using this information, the (i − Na)-th regular node (or the
i-th node) computes then an estimate of its distance to the k-th
anchor as
h (T cl , T cl+1 ) + hlast (T ck+L ).

(14)

l=k

In (14), we assume for simplicity, yet without loss of generality, that L intermediate nodes exist over the shortest path
between the k-th anchor and the (i − Na )-th regular node and
that the l-th intermediate node is the (k + l)-th node. Using
dˆk−i , k = 1...Na , the (i − Na )-th regular node is now able
to compute an initial guess (x̂i , ŷi ) of its 2-D coordinates by
performing trilateration [20], provided that Na ≥ 3.
Unfortunately, errors are expected to occur when estimating
the distance between each regular node-anchor pair, thereby
hindering localization accuracy. In the second step, we propose
to minimize the aforementioned errors. Let ik denotes the
estimation error of the distance between the k-th anchor and
the i-th regular node as
ik = dˆk−i − dk−i ,

(15)

where dk−i is the true distance between the two nodes. As
discussed above, this error hinders localization accuracy. As
such, we have
xi = x̂i + δxi
,
(16)
yi = ŷi + δyi
where δxi and δyi are the location coordinates’ errors to
be determined. Exploiting the Taylor series expansion and
retaining the ﬁrst two terms, the following approximation
holds:
dk−i ≈ d†k−i + αk1 δxi + αk2 δyi ,
(17)
where

ALGORITHM

In this section, a novel two-step localization algorithm
is proposed. In the ﬁrst step, the k-th anchor broadcasts
through the network a packet which consists of a packet
header followed by a data payload. The packet header contains
the anchor ID as well as its position (xk , yk ), while the
data payload contains its corresponding transmission capability
T ck . If the packet is successfully received by a node, the
latter stores it in its database, then, adds its own transmission
capability to the end of the data payload and rebroadcasts
the resulting packet. Once this packet is received by another
node, its database information is checked. If the k-th anchor
information exists and the length of the corresponding stored
packet is larger than that of the received one, the node updates
the k-th anchor’s information’, then broadcasts the resulting
packet after adding its transmission capability to it. Otherwise,

d†k−i =
and
αk1


∂d†k−i 
=

∂x 

x̂i ,ŷi

=

2

2

(x̂i − xk ) − (ŷi − yk )
x̂i − xk

(x̂i − xk )2 − (ŷi − yk )2

(18)

=

x̂i − xk
d†k−i

,

(19)
ŷi − yk
=
= †
,
αk2
2
2
dk−i
(x̂i − xk ) − (ŷi − yk )
x̂i ,ŷi
(20)
for k = 1, 2, . . . , Na . Note that d†k−i is different from dˆk−i due
to the error incurred by trilateration [20]. Therefore, rewriting
(17) in a matrix form yields
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where
⎡
⎢
⎢
Γi = ⎢
⎣

⎤

α11
α21
..
.

α12
α22
..
.

αNa 1

αNa 2
⎡
⎢
⎢
ζi = ⎢
⎣

⎡

⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥=⎢
⎦ ⎢
⎢
⎣

x̂i −x1
d†i−1
x̂i −x2
d†i−2

..
.

x̂i −xm
d†i−Na

..
.

..
.

ŷi −ym
d†i−Na

available in the literature, i.e., DV-Hop [11], LEAP [13] and
EPHP [14]. All simulation results are obtained by averaging
over 100 trials. In this simulations, nodes are uniformly deployed in a 2-D square area S = 50 ∗ 50 m2 . As an evaluation
criterion, we propose to use the normalized root mean square
error (NRMSE) deﬁned as follows

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎥
⎥
⎦

e=

⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎦

(23)

i−Na

i = [i1 , i2 , . . . , iNa ] , and δ i = [δxi , δyi ]T .
Many methods such as the weighted least squares (WLS)
might be used to properly derive δ i . Using WLS, the solution
of (21) is given by :
T

δ i = ΓTi P−1
i Γi

−1

N
u

(22)

⎤

dˆi−1 − d†i−1
dˆi−2 − d†i−2
..
.
dˆi−N − d†
a

ŷi −y1
d†i−1
ŷi −y2
d†i−2

ΓTi P−1
i ζi,

(24)




Var dl−(l+1) =






T cl +T cl+1


αl H(αl )+

T cl

αl

T cl



RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm in terms of localization accuracy by simulations
using Matlab. These simulations are conducted to compare,
under the same network settings, the proposed algorithm with
some of the best representative range-free methods currently

(26)

1

100

αl

(25)

VI. S IMULATIONS

1.5

0
50

,

where H() = 1−FZ|X () and αl = x − T cl+1 .
A straightforward inspection of (24) and (25) reveals that
δ i solely depends on the information locally available at the
(Na + i)-th regular node and, therefore, is locally computable
at this node and does not require any additional information
exchange between nodes. Moreover, since ΓTi Pi Γi is a 2-by-2
matrix, the entries of its inverse can be analytically and easily
derived. Thus, the computation of δ i does not burden neither
the implementation complexity of the proposed algorithm nor
the overall cost of the network.
Once we get δ i , the value of (x̂i , ŷi ) is updated as x̂i =x̂i +
δxi and ŷi = ŷi + δyi . The computations are repeated until δxi
and δyi approach zero. In such a case, we have from (16) that
xi ≈ x̂i and yi ≈ ŷi and, hence, more accurate localization is
performed.

.

0.5

2

H(z)dz fX (x)dx

2

EPHP
DV−Hop
LEAP
Approach 1
Approach 2
Approach 1+correction
Approach 2+correction

2


 T cl
T cl +T cl+1
2
αlH(αl )+ zH(z)dz fX (x)dx−

T cl

N u T ci

2.5

Localization NRMSE

and

2

(xi − x̂i ) + (yi − ŷi )

We assume that we have only two different transmission capabilities T c(1) and T c(2) distributed with the same proportions.
This means that the transmission capabilities of 50% of the
nodes are equal to T c(1) while those of the other 50% are equal
to T c(2) . In the ﬁrst two simulations, T c(1) and T c(2) are set
to 8 m and 14 m, respectively. In the last simulation, T c(1)
is ﬁxed and T c(2) is increased to investigate the robustness of
the proposed algorithm.

where Pi is the covariance matrix of i . Since ik k =
1, . . . , Na are independent random variables, Pi boils down
k+L−1

 2



2
2
, . . . , σiN
=
Var dl−(l+1) +
to diag σi1
where σik
a
l=k




Var d(k+L)−i is the variance of ik with Var d(k+L)−i =
T c2k+L
12

i=1

Fig. 4.

150
200
Number of nodes

250

300

Localization NRMSE vs. number of nodes.

Fig. 4 plots the localization NRMSE achieved by DVHop, EPHP, LEAP and the proposed algorithm for different
numbers of nodes N . As can be shown from this ﬁgure, the
proposed algorithm, with or without localization correction,
always outperforms its counterparts. Indeed, our proposed
algorithm turns out to be until about three, four and ﬁve times
more accurate than LEAP, DV-Hop, and EPHP, respectively.
Furthermore, from this ﬁgure, the proposed algorithm is more
efﬁcient if Approach 2 is used to derive the EHP. This is hardly
surprising since T c(1) and T c(2) are relatively large and, hence,
the accuracy of Approach 1 is deteriorated.
Fig. 5 illustrates the localization NRMSE’s CDF. Using
the proposed algorithm, 94.5% (95% with Approach 2) of
the regular nodes could estimate their position within half of
the transmission range. In contrast, 49% of the nodes achieve
the same accuracy with LEAP, about 29% with DV-Hop, and
only 20% with EPHP. This further proves the efﬁciency of the
proposed algorithm.
Figs. 6 shows the localization NRMSE for different deviations between the transmission capabilities T c(1) and T c(2) .
As it can be observed from this ﬁgure, the proposed algorithm
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outperforms its counterparts for any values of T c(1) and
T c(2) . From Fig. 6, the performance of the other benchmark
algorithms substantially deteriorates as the difference between
T c(1) and T c(2) increases while the proposed algorithm performance remains stable. This is expected since the EHP used
in our algorithm accounts for the heterogeneity of the WSN,
in contrast to the previous ones. Moreover, from this ﬁgure,
if Approach 1 is used to compute the EHP, the proposed
algorithm’s efﬁciency decreases when T c(2) increases. This
collaborates the discussion in Section IV.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel range-free localization algorithm
which accounts for the heterogeneity of WSNs was proposed.
Two different approaches were developed to accurately derive
the expected hop progress (EHP). It was proven that the obtained EHP depends solely on the information locally available
at each node and, hence, can be computed in a localized
manner. Furthermore, a localization correction mechanism suitable for heterogeneous WSNs was developed. We showed that
the proposed algorithm, whether with or without correction,
outperforms in accuracy the most representative range-free
localization algorithms in the literature.
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